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/

The mechanical design of the 36_O00 horsepower_ 4_OO0 rpm
Curtis turbine for the M-I Engine Oxidizer Turbopump is described.

Unusual design features include an inlet manifold which is integral

with the backplate of the adjacent centrifugal pump_ and the light-

weight hollow blade stator and rotor designs principally made

possible by electron-beam welding fabrication techniques. Inconel
718 alloy is used almost exclusively. The technology used in

fabricating the unitized turbine inlet manifold and pump backplate

assembly is also discussed.
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I. SUMMARY

This report describes the mechanical design of a flight-weight 36,000

horsepower 4,000 rpm, two-row Curtis turbine for the M-I engine oxidizer turbopump.

The primary design criterion was minimum weight for all turbine components, both
stationary and rotating. This criterion was satisfied by incorporating design

features utilizing electron--beam weld techniques. A significant weight reduction

feature is provided by the design of the inlet manifold assembly which is unusual

in that it is structurally integrated with the backplate of the adjacent centrifu-

gal pump. The weight of the rotor assembly was minimized by applying thin conical

discs. The stationary turbine nozzles and the moving blades are of hollow, sheet

metal construction and are attached to their respective assemblies by means of

electron-beamwelding. Inconel 718_ a nickel-chromiumalloy, is used exclusively

for all major components. One set of components was successfully fabricated and

the technology used in fabricating the structurally integrated turbine inlet

manifold and pump backplate assembly is delineated. Unfortunately, for reasons of

directed early program terminations, there was no opportunity for development and

testing.

II. INTRODUCTION

The subject turbine was designed by the Aerojet-General Corporation under

contract to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for the oxidizer

turbopump of the M-I Engine. To provide brief background information, the

function of this machine, its application, and the preceding development are

presented.

Two separate turbopump assemblies are used in the M-I rocket engine; one

for pumping liquid hydrogen and one for pumping liquid oxygen to the respective

injector manifolds of the thrust chamber. Each turbopump has its own direct-drive

turbine. The turbine drive gas is supplied by a gas generator. This gas initially

drives the liquid hydrogen pump turbine, then it is further expanded to feed the

liquid oxygen turbopump turbine (see Figure No. i).

Initial development and testing of the liquid oxygen turbopump began by

using a "workhorse" type of turbopump configuration (Model I) powered by a

one-stage impulse turbine. This previously-designed turbine was well-suited for

turbopump testing, but was not sized in accordance with the engine system balance

parameters. Consequently_ for this phase of the program, the turbine drive gas
conditions were not restricted to those specified for the engine system_ but were

adjusted to meet the speed and power requirements for pump testing.

The next planned program phase was to power the same pump with a flight-

weight turbine design that would be sized aerodynamically to the exact turbine
drive gas conditions specified for the M-I Engine system. For this, a two-row

Curtis stage turbine was selected and this report describes the mechanical and

structural design of this turbine configuration for use in the M-I Engine

Configuration Liquid Oxygen Turbopump (see Figure No. 2).

Page i
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III. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

The design of a turbine_ including those design solutions that are unconv
ventional within turbine technology, is discussed herein. Specific features are

the mechanical configuration of the rotor assembly, weld-fabricated hollow turbine

blades and nozzles, and an inlet manifold which is structurally integrated with the

backplate of the adjacent centrifugal pump. These features are significant because

they were made possible by the use of a then new high strengthmaterial, Inconel 718,

and the application of the recently developed electron-beam welding technology.

Design solutions were generated from the specified requirements relating to the

application of this turbine in the oxidizer turbopump Of the M-1 RocketEngine.

The discussion is covered in two parts: In PartA, the requirement s and

specifications are summarized and in Part B, the design solutions are described

and compared with alternative practic@s.

A. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATION

1. _namic

A two-row Curtis stage turbine was selected'and an aerodynamic

design analysis(l) was made based upon a study of the engine systembalance. By

means of this analysis, the following aerodynamic design parameters were
established:

Speed ..................... 3_635 rpm

Horsepower .................. 26,800

Efficiency, Inlet Total to Exit Static .... 53_

WorkSplit 0fStages_ First Stage .... .... 243

Second Stage . 1/3

Mean Diameter ......... ...... 33oO0-in.

Blade/Jet Speed Ratio, U/C o ........ 0o133

Pressure Ratio, Inlet Total to
Exit Static ......... . . ° 1.67

Gas Inlet Total Pressure

(at Nozzle Inlet) ............ o 200 psia

(I) Beer, Ro_ Aerodynamic Desi___nand Estimated Performance
of a Two-Stage Curtis Turbine for the Liquid Oxygen

Turbopump of the M-I Engine, NASA CR 54764, 19 November 1965o

Page 4
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Gas Inlet Total Temperature

(at Nozzle Inlet) ............ i190°R

Gas Outlet Static Pressure .......... 120 psia

Gas Outlet Total Temperature ......... i099o5 °R

Gas Flow Rate ............. 115 ib/sec

The turbine d_ive gas is the combustion product of oxygen and

o 0.8_ having a molecular weight_ M = 3.66hydrogen at a mixture ratio_ -- =

The aerodynamic calculations for turbine blading resulted in

the following :

Inlet Rotor Reversing Rotor

Nozzle ist Row Vanes 2nd Row

Number of Blades 43 98 97 94

Blade Throat Area_ in. 2 111.5 14105 184.5 227.5

The blade layout is delineated in Figure No. 3 and an axial

cross-section for the blading of the stators and rotors is shown in Figure No. 47

establishing the geometry necessary to meet the calculated aerodynamic requirements.

The velocity triangles at the Mean Diameter are presented in the vector diagram_

Figure No. 5.

An important feature of the selected blade profile is a blunt

leading edge_ as compared to the thin leading edge of classical impulse blading°
A blade with a blunt leading edge can be manufactured from sheet metal by simple

forming° The blunt blade profile is efficient over a large variance in incidence

angle_ a feature which is also of benefit in achieving good off-design performance.
Another reason for the selection of this profile was the consideration of a fast

start transient and operation in the combustion products of hydrogen and oxygen.

Under these conditions_ extreme heat transfer rates to the blades have caused

cracking of sharp leading edges. The blade profile is identical for both rotors

and for the reversing row_ which simplifies tooling and manufacture of the hardware°
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The temperatures shown are gas temperatures; therefore, the actual

metal temperature of the respective parts exposed to the gas are subject to the heat

transfer conditions existing and design Values must be determined accordingly.

Other general mechanical design specifications include:

a° Leakage_ P_rges_ Drains

(i) No leakage allowed at external joints for Flight Model
Units.

(2) The design must provide for monitoring of any leakage

past primary static seals into the intervening cavity of dual seal joints. Steps
must be initiated to eliminate any leakage detected during development. Leakage

must be collected and disposed of into a non-hazardous area during tests+

(3) Deconts_ination and drying purges must be provided to
remove all air and moisture from the turbopump prior to the admission of propellant

for the chill-down cycle°

b. Separable Flange Seals

M-I leakage criteria requires an inner and outer seal with a

vented cavity between the two seals at each external joint. This sealing arrange-

ment is required at all separable joints and assemblies in the hydrogen, oxygen_

and hot gas circuits where static seals are necessary° (During design the only

recommended seal design was the Conoseal_ or seal welds with grind-off provisions

for disassembly)+

c° Instrumentation Bosses

(i) All instrumentation bosses shall be brazed, welded_ cast,

or forged in place and shall conform to leakage requirements discussed in

Section II!, A,2,a,(1) of this report°

(2) Instrumentation bosses shall have a threaded connection

per Specification AND 10050 for use with K seal MC 252, T_flon-coated°

do _ °"+_orqumng

(I) Access ports with removable cov@rs must be provided in
the turbine exhaust manifold to allow measurement of breakaway torque of the

rotating assembly°

*Registered Trademark of the Aeroquip Corporation
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2. Mechanical

Established mechanical design parameters are:

Maximum Shaft Speed .............. 4_000 rpm

First Critical Speed7 Minimum ......... 4_600 rpm

Horsepower .................. 357828

Torque .................... 477000 ft-lb

Shaft Rotation (Viewed from Turbine

Toward Pump) ............... Counter Clockwise

Inlet Manifold Static Pressure ........ 310 psia

Discharge Housing Static Pressure ....... 205 psia

Gas Inlet Temperature (Manifold) ....... I050°F

Pump Interface Temperature .......... -320°F

These values are somewhat larger than those calculated in the

aerodynamic analysis because the mechanical capability for some off-design operation
is to be built into the machine°

The pressures and temperatures between each blade row are:

Nozzle Rotor 7 First Row Reversing Vanes Rotor7 Second Row
Outlet Outlet Outlet Outlet

Blade_ Hub

Pressure7 Static7 psia 115.5 119o2 115.0 115oO

Temperature7 Total7 °R 1190 1133o8 I133_8 1102o5

Blade7 Mean

Pressure7 Static_ psia 126.8 126.8 124.8 120.0

Temperature7 Total_ °R 1190 1133o0 1133.0 1100o9

Blade7 Tip

Pressure_ Static 7 psia 136o0 132.2 132o2 124_4

Temperature7 Total7 °R 1190 1132.4 i132.4 1100o3

Page 9
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(2) Consideration of the effect of thermal expansion or

contraction at operating temperature must be factored into fastener torque values.

3. System Function and Interfaces

The interfaces of the turbine components with the turbopump

assembly (see Figure No. 6) are provided by the power transmission shaft for the

rotor elements and by the power transmission housing and the pump discharge housing

for the stationary parts.

The rotor interface to the power transmission shaft consists of a

splined connection transmitting the rotor torque, and a tie-bolt assuring axial
retention of the rotor. The power transmission shaft forms a direct-drive

connection between the turbine rotor and the pump impeller.

The stationary interface is provided by the pump backplate, which

is an integral weldment with the turbine inlet manifold and is flange-connected to

the power transmission housing and the pump discharge housing. In turn, the inlet

manifold provides the connecting points of attachment for the turbine inlet nozzles,

the reversing vanes, and the turbine exhaust housing.

Two flange connected ll-i/2-in, diameter inlet lines form the
connection between the turbine inlet manifold and the engine° The Dual-lnlet

configuration provides favorable engine packaging. In like manner, dual exhaust
lines lead from the turbine exhaust manifold to the exhaust chamber skirt cooling
manifold.

4. Structural and Weight

Structural adequacy must be provided in a minimum weight

configuration, a requirement based upon a target weight allowance of 3000 lb for

the complete oxidizer turbopump assembly° In view of this_ weight reduction

discipline must be practiced in the design of every turbopump part, which is

especially important for the large turbine components. The structural design

criteria are presented in Appendix A.

5. Material Properties

The material requirements for lightweight turbine components

operating in the environment of this turbopump are:

a. High strength at operating temperature to permit thin cross-

sections and corresponding minimum weight.

b. Good elongation characteristics at operating temperatures up

to IO50°F to withstand thermal shock conditions without surface cracking.

c. Good properties at cryogenic temperature (-320°F)

Page ll



Inconel 718

DESIGN PROPERTIES Tensile Properties

MATERIALS ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT, LRO
Issue No. 1

MATERIAL: Inconel 718 Date: 1-22-65

Ultimate Tensile Stress, 0.2% Yield Stress, and Elongation vs Temperature

Also Stress for Rupture in 1 and lO Hours
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d. Good corrosion resistance.

e. Good machinability, metal forming qualities, and weldability,
which are needed for lightweight design and manufacturing techniques.

The Nickel-Chromium Alloy, !nconel 718, conforms closely to the

stated requirements and was selected for use on all major turbine components.

Depending upon the heat treat specification, Inconel 718 is classified in two
groups:

Group i_ The 1800°F solution treatment and 1325/I!50°F aging
cycle for stress rupture controlled parts where notch-ductility is important. It

is recommended for high temperature applications°

Group 2_ The 1950°F solution treatment and !350/1200°F aging
cycle provides improved toughness at low temperatures and is recommended for

cryogenic service. It is also superior over Group i in its ability of ensuring

age-hardening response in large forgings having coarse-grained structure.

The principal material strength properties of Inconel 718 are

shown in Figures No. 7 and No. 8 for Groups i and 2 respectively. The elastic

properties are presented in Figure No. 9.

Details of the comprehensive material selection study and (2)
metallurgical data of the Inconel 718 chromium-nickel alloy are documented.

6. Producibility

The mechanical and structural requirement of minimum weight

influences the component design philosophy toward manufacturing processes for

thin-wall parts made from high strength materials. This establishes configurations

that are fabricated by joining thin plates, formed sheet metal parts_ stamping

and forgings, and making the best use of advanced fabrication technology, as well

as classic black-art shop techniques. Metal joining by gas tungsten arc welding,

and especially by the more recently introduced electron-beam welding process, is
a chief factor in making possible minimum weight design configurations for the

respective turbine parts.

The fabrication history and fabrication techniques used in the

production of the inlet nozzle, the turbine rotor, and the reversing vane,

using Inconel 715 material and electron-beam welding processes_ are presented in
a separate report(3).

(2) Inouye, F. To, Hunt, Vo, Jansen, G. Ro, and Fric_ Vo_ Summary of Experience

Using Inconel 718 on the M-I Engine_ Aerojet-General Report Noo 8800_37,
30 December 1965.

(3) Beer_ R., Fabrication Technology of Lightweight Turbine Components Using the
Electron-Beam Welding Process to Fabricate Sheet Metal Blades and Join the

Blades to Disc or Support Structure_ Aerojet-General Report NOo 8500-49,
i April 1966o
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Inconel 718

DESIGN PROPERTIES Tensile Properties

MATERIALS _IGINEERING DEPARTMENT, LRO
Issue No. 1

MATERIAL: Inconel 718 Date: 1-21-65

Ultimate Tensile Stress, 0._% Yield Stress, and Elongation
vs Temperature
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one hour at 1950°F, rapid air
cool, and aged at 1350°F for 8
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a total aging time of 20 hours
has elapsed. (For low-tempera-
ture service, tensile-limited)
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Figure 8
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Gas tungsten arc welding was used primarily in the fabrication

of the turbine inlet manifold, which is also made from 718 material° The fabrica-

tion of this difficult composite weldment is described in Appendix D of this report.

B. DESIGN DESCRIPTION

i. Rotor Assembly

a. General Design Philosophy

The selection of the rotor configuration was principally

centered around the design criterion of minimum weight. Taking advantage of the
relatively low tip speed, it was envisioned that the blade loads could be carried

by an individual rim for the first and second row, respectively. Structurally,

these rims were to function as "free rings°" In this way, the turbine discs, which

join the bladed rims with a center hub, are not affected by turbine blade radial

forces and serve only for the transmission of the driving torque. This permits

thin wall construction, but a thin disc or membrane, although structurally sound

for steady-staAe loading, is very susceptible to disc vibration. This problem was

overcome by making the two membranes conical and arranging them to form a rigid

box section when they were mechanically-joined in the rotor assembly (see Figure

No. i0)_ This box section structure is formed by face contact of the circular

flanges at the major extremities of the two discs and adjoinment to the common

center hub by coupling lugs and a bolted connection° The rotor assembly center
hub connection to the power transmission shaft is assured by diametral pilots for

concentric alignment and squareness_ splines for transmission of driving torque,
and a center bolt&or axial, retention° Specific design features are discussed

in the following paragraphs°

b. Turbine Rotor Blading

The general concept described above requires rotor blades of
minimum mass to minimize centrifugal blade load and to conform to the over-all

design objective of minimizing component weight° This suggests a hollow structure

for the blades of the aerodynamic profile as in Figure No. 3, with 98 blades for
the first-.row wheel, and 94 blades for the second-row wheel. Hollow blades were

formed from 0.063-ino thick Incone! 718 sheet_ as illustrated in Figure No. ii_

and electron-beam welded to the disc and shroud of the first and second-row wheel,
respectively. Figure No. 12 shows the weld joint design and was developed through

considerable application engineering effort for utilizing the recently-introduced

welding process. The calculated blade centrifugal stress is on the order of

16,000 psi and the blade bending stress is ii,000 psi. It is notable that the

blade'profile is identical for the first and second row wheel. However, the
blades for the second wheel are longer, to accommodate the increase in volumetric

flow of the gas, and the blade positioning is adjusted to the difference in gas
exit angle between the first and second row.
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The above described design solution was analytically compared

with the more conventional solid blade construction and blade root attachment by

dove-tail, T-slot, or fir-tree. Solid blades are not only heavier but cause greater

root-stresses because of the correspondingly larger centrifugal force. Therefore,

they require a heavier rim for fastening the blades and a heavier disc profile

corresponding to the added radial stresses° Such a course_ although more customary,

would have resulted in a rotor assembly that is approximately 250 ib heavier than
the selected design.

c. Turbine Wheel, First Row

The turbine wheel is a weldment consisting of a forged disc,
formed sheet metal blades, and the shroud. All parts of the weldment are of

!nconel 718 material° The disc shape is conical to provide structural stiffness

in a thin-wall member_ and also to prevent buckling caused by thermal-gradient-

induced stresses. The shroud is a rolled ring fabrication, which is segmented into

a pattern_ as shown in Figure No. 13, which permits radial growth of the blades

but retains alignment and vibration dampening qualities. Connection to the center

hub is provided by coupling lugs; these are discussed in greater detail in Paragraph

III,B,l,e, of this report.

d. Turbine Wheel, Second Row

The mechanical design of this wheel is shown in Figure No. 14.

Although this wheel is larger than the first row wheel, the design principle_
material, and method of manufacture is identical.

e. Rotor Hub

The two turbine wheels are attached to a common center hub

which serves as the connection to the power transmission shaft. The design criterion

for the wheel-to-hub interface is a radially unrestrained joint, allowing the growth

of the rotor as a result of thermal and centrifugal effects while maintaining align-

ment concentricity° This is provided by means of a multi-lug, parallel face

coupling connection. Load-sharing for the probability of less than i00_0 lug contact

was carefully studied and sufficient safety margin was assured for a minimum of three

lugs in full contact. A nine lug coupling was incorporated into the final coupling

design for the wheel-to-hub joint. Concentric interface of this rotor hub with the

power transmission shaft is assured by cylindrical pilots; a 47 tooth involute spline

of 12/24 diametral pitch is used for torque transmission° The rotor hub design is

illustrated in Figure No° 15. This configuration is conventional in the turbo-

machinery field and selection for this application was based upon the operational

reliability experienced by Aerojet-General Corporation with similar applications°

f° Turbine Wheel Fasteners

The rotor assembly shown in Figure No. iO has an arrangement

of nine equally-spaced bolt and nut joints securing the turbine wheels to the rotor

Page 21
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hub. The bolts are of 3/8-ino nominal size with relieved shank for improved
impact fatigue strength properties. Clearance holes in the wheels and in the

hub assure that the fastener is not affected by radial growth of the wheels relative

to the hub. Bolt torque values are controlled for uniform tightening_ repeatable

safety margin_ and maintenance of an unrestrained joint. A special locking plate

secures the bolt head and nut against rotation after torquing. The materials

include Inconel 718 for the bolts, 303 stainless steel for the nuts, and 321 stain-
less steel for the locking plates°

The fastener approach for this important joint was selected

with emphasis upon simplicity and reliability° It was carefully compared with

alternative solutions (ioe°, the use of body-fitted bolts was initially intended_

but the idea was discarded to isolate the rotor torque load_ eliminate transverse

shear stresses_ and assure an unrestrained joint)° Bolt size was selected to

minimize the size of the holes through the turbine wheels.

go Stress Analysis Summary

Detailed stress and vibration analyses of this rotor were

made. _4j_5j{_f _ The structural integrity of this rotor for an operational start and
shutdown life of 3200 cycles was substantiated°

2o Inlet Nozzle

ao General Design Philosophy

The selected configuration is a full-admission nozzle and

is designed for manufacture by electron-beam weld fabrication techniques using

Inconel 718 material throughout° Flow passages are converging and produce subsonic

(Mach 0°80) nozzle exit flow. Forty-three blades are used in the nozzle block.

The blade profile is detailed in Figure NOo 3. A rigid flange around the outer
shroud is used to bolt the nozzle block to the inlet manifold° The connection of

the inner shroud to the inlet manifold is formed by a relatively thin (Oo040-ino)

membrane, which is an integral part of the nozzle weldment and secured to the

inlet manifold by bolting° The membrane serves as a flexible joint capable of
tolerating a thermal gradient as well as axial and radial tolerance accumulations°

It also provides the separator (seal.) between the gas in the inlet manifold and

the cavity downstream of the inlet nozzle° Figure No° 6 shows the nozzle orienta-

tion and interface in the turbopumpo

Mod I! Turbine Rotor_ Aerojet_General Report No° SA_OTPA-242_ 8 November 1.965

(5) Chinn_ To and Severud_ Lo Ko_ Analytical and Experimental. Vibration Analysis

of the Turbine Buckets for the M_l Liquid Oxygen Turbopump, NASA CR__
30 J_une 19-6-6
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b. Nozzle Block Weldment

The design of the nozzle block is illustrated in Figure No. 16.

This configuration is a weldment consisting of the outer bolting flange, outer

shroud_ vanes_ inner shroud, membrane (seal cone), and inner bolting flange° All
parts of this composite weldment are made from Inconel 718 material and are joined

by electron-beam welding and brazing. The weld joint alone is sufficient to carry

all mechanical loads. The braze fillet around the profile is expected to serve as

a vibration dampener. The blades are hollow_ sheet-metal-formed airfoils. The

fabrication technology for this nozzle weldment is principally the same as that for
the rotor (wheel and blades).( )

Conceptwise_ the rigid attachment of the unslotted nozzle

block to the manifold is a departure of usual design practice. The configuration

was analyzed for thermal gradients and insignificant temperature differences were

found to exist between the nozzle outer shroud and the support cone of the mani-

fold. Therefore, the design shown on Figure No. 16 was selected to minimize
leakage problems.

c. Stress Analysis Summary

A detailed stress analysis was made (7) . It presents positive

margins of safety and proves the structural integrity of the design.

3. Reversing Row Assembly

a. General Design Philosophy

The reversing row (stator) concept_ Figure NOo 179 is designed

to minimize distortions caused by temperature gradients° This is done by cutting

the vane assembly into six segments° Within each segment_ the blades are free to

grow radially inward while the outer and inner shrouds can grow tangentially and

axially° Figure No. 18 illustrates the arrangement selected. Axially_ each

stator segment is held by two tongues engaged in annular grooves in the support

ring. Two pins secure each segment to the support ring and fix the direction in

which the nozzle segments are free to grow axially. In this arrangement_ tangential

and axial flexibility (floatabiiity) is provided to prevent thermal distortion during
operation°

b. Weldment - Stator Vanes

The profiles of the stationary vanes for the reversing row
is identical to the profile of the two rows of moving blades in the rotor. The

(6) Beer, R., Aerojet-Genera! Report No. 8800-49, op. cir.

(7) Mod II Nozzle_ Aerojet-General Report No. SA-OTPA-243_ i December 1965
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aerodynamic flow requirement is satisfied by the respective stagger angle and

blade length, shown pictorially in Figures No. 3 and No. 4. Ninety-seven vanes

are used in the stator. The vane attachment to the inner and outer shroud is by

electron-beam welding. Fabrication details are discussed in a separate report(8).
Figure No. 19 shows the weldment of vanes and shrouds, cut into six segments.

c. Support Ring and Assembly

The six stator segments are assembled in a support ring

and retained by connecting pins as shown in Figure No. 18. The support ring forms
the interface with the turbine inlet housing and exhaust manifold. An annular

tongue and groove joint allows for relative axial movement between the reversing

row assembly and the turbine inlet manifold. This is illustrated in Figure No.

20, which also shows a set screw adjustment for axial positioning of the reversing

row relative to the rotor during assembly. Retention of the reversing row assembly

is secured by the annular welded casing joint connecting the inlet manifold to the

exhaust manifold° The support ring is tangentially restrained by four anti-
rotation lugs.

d. Stress Analysis Summary

A detailed stress analysis was made (9) indicating positive
margins of safety.

4. Inlet Manifold and Support Structure

a. General Design Philosophy

A primary influence in the configuration of the inlet mani-

fold is the turbopump minimum weight requirement because the inlet manifold is of

large proportions. Large, parts are generally considered good candidates for

applying weight reduction practices effectively. It was believed that a manifold,

while basically a pressure vessel, can conceivably also have the necessary struc-

tural characteristics to carry externally applied loads in addition to internal

pressure forces. The practical application of this concept resulted in combining

the turbine inlet manifold_ the pump backplate, and the turbine support structure

into a unitized component. In this design_ a single separator wall replaces the

otherwise adjacent closure walls of the manifold and the backplate. For maximum

strength to weight ratio, a sphere was selected as the basic geometry of the

unitized component, with deviations as dictated by interface matching.

The concept of unitized component design not only has

weight saving advantages_ but also eliminates interfaces and thereby, external
static seal problems° The casing joint forming the connection between the inlet

manifold and the exhaust manifold is made by means of an assembly weld. This

[$) Beer, Ro, Aerojet-General Report No. 8800-49, op. cit.

(9) Mod Ii OTPA Stator (Reversing)_ Aerojet-General Report No. SA-OTPA-245,
i0 December 1965
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eliminates both the thermal stress problems of a heavy bolted flange and a mechanical

seal at this location. Dual Conoseals are used on the gas inlet flange connections

and the pump housing and power transmission housing interfaces.

It is recognized that the benefits to be obtained by the

unitized component concept require solutions of unusual fabrication engineering and

insulation problems. Furthermore, the success of this solution is subject to con-

siderable detail design work and analytical considerations, in particular heat

transfer studies and stress analysis, to be followed by development experimentation

and testing.

b. Composite Weldment

The turbine inlet manifold_ the pump backplate, and the
turbine support structure are fabricated as a unitized, composite weldmente It

is a light-weight structure, consisting of Inconel 718 forgings and formed plate
and tubing materials, joined by the gas tungsten arc welding method. The turbine

inlet nozzle is attached to this weldment by bolting and completes the geometry of

the gas inlet torus. The interface with the ll-i/2-in, diameter turbine-gas
supply lines is accomplished by means of two connecting flanges. An annular

groove forms the means for joining the reversing row assembly. Provision for the

final casing joint, which connects the exhaust manifold to the turbopump, is

accomplished by means of a weld flange designed for assembly welding, The weld
carries the structural load and serves as the gas seal.

The mechanical design of this component is illustrated in

Figures No. 6 and No. 21. The fabrication technology is detailed in Appendix D

of this report°

c. Insulation

The unitized component is subjected to a large temperature
difference existing between the turbine inlet manifold and the pump ba_kplate

structure at the points of abutment° This results from the turbine inlet gas

temperature being approximately I050°F and the adjoining pump backplate being

at-297°F liquid oxygen temperature. The resulting thermal gradient is extremely
steep and consequently, large thermal stresses are caused.

To lessen the degree of thermal gradient and stresses_ an

insulation was incorporated into the design. A ceramic fiber blanket, manu-

factured by Johns-Manville, was selected. It is attached to the inner side of

the turbine inlet manifold and is protected from the gas stream by a 0.063-in.

thick Hastelloy-C liner. The assembly arrangement is shown in Figure No. 6.

The effectiveness of the insulation was analyzed and the

heat transfer calculations indicate that without insulation, the outer periphery

of the manifold torus assumes a temperature of 900°F within i0 SeCo When insulated,

the same wall will be at -230°F at 20 sec of operation, and 650°F at 400 sec,
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approximately the length of a full duration run. From this and the corresponding

stress levels, it was concluded that for long durations_ the insulation is essential,

but for short tests of i0 sec or less, the turbopump could be operated without
this insulation. Details of the heat transfer study are presented in Appendix B.

do Stress Analysis Summary

A detailed stress analysis is presented in Appendix C. It

substantiates the structural integrity of this design.

5. Exhaust Manifold

ao General Design Philosophy

The purposes of the exhaust manifold are to collect the

rotor exit flow and provide the turbine interface to the gas exit lines. This

is to be accomplished with a minimum weight configuration° A hemispherical shape

(20o25-in. radius) was selected as the basic geometry. Two 15-in. diameter gas

exit flanges are spaced 180 degrees apart to meet the engine line connections.

A ll.lO-ino inside diameter flange, oriented axially, permits shaft access during

development for such requirements as torque check, while providing for a 500

horsepower auxiliary power take-off from the turbopump shaft for possible engine

application. The mechanical configuration of the exhaust manifold and its

assembly relationship to the turbopump is shown in Figure No. 6.

b. Weldment

The exhaust manifold is weld fabricated, using !nconel 718

material throughout° The nominal wall thickness of the hemisphere is 0.250-ino

Details of this weldment are illustrated in Figure No. 22. The part as shown

does not include a turbine exit flow straightener; however, such a device is

anticipated to be needed in the final design to minimize the exit losses of the

gas leaving the rotor°

c. Casing Joint

The connection between the inlet manifold and exhaust

manifold forms the casing joint of the turbine° This interface consists of a

cylindrical pilot and of weld flanges that are joined at assembly by an annular

fillet weldo This weld carries the structural load, serves as a static seal,

and serves as a retainer for the reversing vane assembly_ which is axially

positioned by adjustment screws. Figures No. 6 and No. 20 show the details of
this connection°

d. Stress Analysis Summary

A detailed stress analysis was made. (I0) This analysis

substantiates the structural integrity of the design°

[i0) Mod Ii OTPA Weld Joint - Turbine Manifold - Exhaust Housing_ Aerojet-General
Report No. SA-OTPA-240_ 14 July 1965
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

From the technical discussion, it is evident that the requirement for

minimizing weight was practiced with rigid discipline in the mechanical design

of the turbine components. The primary criterion, flight weight design, was

achieved by venturing into concepts and configurations of unusual complication

and that are not customary in turbine design practice. Consequently, the design

has a high risk factor and the need for considerable test development improvements

must be anticipated before operational reliability can be assured. Unfortunately,

for reasons of the directed early program termination, there was no opportunity

for development and hardware improvement. Nevertheless, the ability to cope with

unusual requirements was demonstrated and design as well as analysis experience

was gained. The design highlights, categorized by individual components, are:

A. ROTOR ASSEMBLY

The outstanding feature is the blade design and the blade attachment

by means of electron-beam welding. It is believed to be the first of the Electron-

Beam Welding Process for turbine rotors made from Inconel 718 material. The

conical turbine disc concept represents an interesting and promising departure
from the more conventional turbine disc profiles.

B. INLET NOZZLE

Nozzle blading design and fabrication technology using the electron

beam welding techniques and Inconel 718 material are the significant features.
The whole nozzle block is weld-fabricated. The possible shortcomings of a

rigidly-welded nozzle block are recognized and action was taken for alternative

back-up design solutions.

Co REVERSING ROW ASSEMBLY

The reversing row assembly features an excellent design solution for

tangential_ radial_ and axial flexibility (floatability) to guard against thermal
distortion during operation° This was accomplished by the use of tongue and

groove joints as well as pin connections in the assembly of the stator parts_

which principally consist of six segments and a support ring. The material is

Inconel 718 and the electron-beam welding technology is utilized°

!Jo J.N_ MANIFOLD AN]) SUPPORT STRUCTURE

The design of this part is unusual because it combines the functions

of the p_p backplate, the turbine inlet manifold_ and the turbine support

structure although there is some sacrifice in development flexibility. The

single weldment configuration is complicated and the part is highly-stressed

because of large thermal gradients. Assurance of structural integrity hinges
upon a complicated analytical model permitting plastic deformation and is sub-

ject to many variables. The disadvantages and the risks are well recognized.

However, the concept was deemed worthy of pursuit because of the weight savings
indicated.
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E. EXHAUST MANIFOLD

A significant feature is the design of the casing joint_ which
connects the exhaust manifold to the inlet manifold and also serves as a retainer

for the reversing vane stator. The part is weld-fabricated from Inconel 718

material. It is recognized that the design requires the addition of a vane

system to minimize gas exit losses.
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APPENDIX A

S:IT_JC_.L DESIGN CRI'.FERIA

Compiled by F o D° Ronkovich and L. K, Severud

I, GENEP_&L

All components shall be capable of withstanding limit and proof loads

without undergoing excessive permanent deformation and without deflections which

will adversely affect the performance characteristics of the turbopump assembly.

All components shall, be capable of 21 re-uses and a total operating duration of

i0;500 sec. Adequate structural integrity and high reliability is to be a

primary design objective°

The ability of all components to meet the strength and deformation require-

merits shall be substantiated analytically. Experimental substantiation of

structural integrity shall be performed in cases for which the reliability of

the stress analysis is questionable.

II° DEFINITION OF PRJ_SSURE TERMS

MoE, 0oP°.---The maximum expected operating pressure

Proof ............]..2M°E°0,_i°......design to yield

Burst ........1.6 M°E°OoP°- ....design to ultiraate

I!!. DEFINITION OF !_IERjYIAmT__ND LI_ LOADS

Limit Load ......The critical load or combination of loads and environment_

the occurrence of which is expected at least once during

the life of the component

Design to yield ....1.O x Iimit load

Design to ultimate ..... 1.5 x limit load

IV, SHOCK AND/OR DYNAMIC LOAD CRi!%RIA

Equivalent static loads derived from dynamic "analyses are to be used and

these equivalent static loads are subjected to %he same factors as given in

Section IIl of this Appendix°

V, TEMRERA'IURE DESIGN CRI_ERIA

Components will be designed for t[he critical operating conditions created

by the combination of pressure and iemperature gradients existing during turbo-

pump assembly transient and steady-state operation° Metal. temperature shall be

based upon heat transfer analysis° Experimental data obtained from test programs

for similar hardware shall be factored into the analysis whenever such data are
ava ilab le°
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VI. DEFINITION OF STRESS CATEGORIES _11_

A. PRIMARY STRESS

A stress developed by the imposed loading which is necessary to

satisfy the laws of equilibrium between external and internal forces and moments.

The basic characteristics of a primary stress is that it is not self-limiting.

If a primary stress exceeds the yield strength of the material through the entire

thickness, the prevention of failure is entirely dependent upon the strain-
hardening properties of the material.

B. SECONDARY STRESS

A stress developed by the self-constraint of a structure. It must

satisfy an imposed strain rather than being in equilibrium with an external load.
The basic characteristic of a secondary stress is that it is self-limiting because

minor distortions can satisfy the discontinuity conditions or thermal expansions
which causes the stress to occur.

C. PEAK STRESS

The highest localized stress in the region under consideration. The

basic characteristic of a peak stress is that it does not cause any significant

distortion and is objectionable mostly as a possible source of fatigue failure.

Examples of peak stress are:

i. The thermal stress in the wall of a vessel caused by a rapid

change in temperature or a large temperature gradient.

2. The stress at a local structural discontinuity.

VII. CYCLIC LOADING AND FAT!GUEANALYS!S

All components shall be capable of withstanding cyclic loading associated

with 21 turbopump assembly re-uses and 10500 sec operation.

Consideration of a stress which fluctuates about a non-zero value shall

be accomplished by use of a modified Goodman diagram. The mean value of the

stress used shall be an adjusted value, defined as follows(2)

Let S' = Basic value of mean stress (calculated directly from
mean

loading cycle) including stress concentration effects°

S = Adjusted value of mean stressmean

(I) Criteria of Section I!I of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code for Nuclear

Vessels, ASME Publication, 1964
(2)ibid.
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Sal t = Amplitude (half range) of stress fluctuation including stress
concentration effects

S = Yield strength
Y

If Sal t + S v _ Sy, S = S'mean , mean mean

If Sal t + S' > S and < Sy, S = Smean y Salt mean y Salt

If Salt _ Sy, Smean = 0

For determination of the allowable number of cycles, an equivalent alternating

stress component, Seq, is used in entering the fatigue S-N curve. This value is
defined as

Salt
S =
eq Smean

i
S
u

where S = The smaller of the tensile strength or the 50 hr. stress
u

_ rupture strength.

When a complete S-N curve is not available, the relationship between S and N can
be taken as follows (_ (4):

S = E in i00 + S

4 _-_ " i00 - HA e

where E : Elastic modulus (psi)

RA : Percent reduction of area in tensile test

S = Endurance limit (psi)>for i08 cycles
e

S : Strain amplitude times Young's Modulus

Low cycles fatigue (4) 65) (6) which occurs in less than 104 cycles, caused by

large plastic strain fluctuations characteristic of thermal stress fatigue may be

evaluated using the above formula where

S : Yield strength, 0.2{ offsete

S : Strain amplitude x Young's Modulus

(3) ibid.
(4) Langer, B. F , Design of Pressure Vessels for Low-Cycle Fatigue, ASME Trans.

Journ. of Basic Engineering, September 1962, pp. 389 - 402

(5) Coffin, L. F. Thermal Stress Fatigue, Product Engineering, June 1957,
pp. 175 - 179.

(6) Manson, S. S., Thermal Stressq_ in D__esii_ 2art 2 - Basic Concepts of Fat__
in Ductile Materials, Machine Design, August 7, 1958, PP. i00 - 107.
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The calculation of S is based upon the assumption of elastic behavior. However,

if instability such as plastic hinges or other forms of non-!inearity exist,

plastic analysis is required to obtain the strain amplitude.

When a component is subjected to a variety of stress cycles during its

lifetime, failure will be taken as when the cumulative usage factor, which is
the sum

____I + _2 + _3 + ..... is equal to 1.0
NI N2 N3

NI = Cycles to cause failure at stress level SI

HI = Cycles of stress level SI applied

VIII. MARGIN OF SAFETY

allowable stress

The margin of safety is equal to calculated stress - i

For Primary_ Secondary, and Peak Stress Levels in Brittle Materials

(elongation !5_), and Primary Stress Levels in Ductile Materials (elongation> 5_)_

A. MARGIN OF SAFETY BASED UPON YIELD

Allowable stress is minimum yield tensile, compressive or shear stress_

yield bending modulus or yield torsional modulus at operating temperature. For

welded joints, use 85_ of tensile and shear values unless test data justifies
otherwise. Calculated stress is derived from proof pressure or design yield load.

' B. MARGIN OF SAFETY BASED UPON ULTIMATE

Allowable stress is minimum ultimate tensile, compressive or shear

stress, ultimate bending modulus_ ultimate torsional modulus, endurance limit,

i0 hour stress rupture or critical column stress at operating temperature. For

welded joints, use 85_ of tensile and shear values unless test data justifies
otherwise. Calculated stress is stress derived from burst pressure or design
ultimate load.

C. COMPOUND OR COMBINED STRESS

When compound stresses and, in some cases, combined stresses are

present, stress ratios may be used in the calculation of margin of safety. For

particulars, see MIL-HDBK-5o

For Combined Primary, Secondary and Peak Stress Levels in Ductile
Material:
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The margin of safety is based upon fatigue life, and is the minimum of

E.S.

M.S. - 1.4 S i
eq

N
M.S. - i

2n

where E.S. = Endurance Strength for N cycles

S = Alternating Stress Amplitude
eq

N = Cycles of Life for S
eq

n = Cycles of S Applied
eq

Fluctuating Primary Stress Levels in Ductile Materials:

The margin of safety is determined as follows (7)(8)(9)(I0)"

OA : OD = yield strength, 0.2% offset,D or i0 hr stress rupture

strength

C _ _ __-_/_U_ OC = Endurance strength for N cycles

"__ Z///_"
OB : Tensile ultimate

_Z I _ F°r definiti°n °f Salt and S'
see VII. mean'

_<_ I "_'- _ The margin of safety is:

/" "_';_ I _ _ Ox
0 j -- _ M.S. - 1.25S' 1

_( A B Mean

i7) Section III, ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, op. cit.

(8) Grover, H. Jo, Gordon_ S. A°_ and Jackson, L o R., The Fatigue of Metals and

Structures_ Battelle Memorial Institute_ Prepared for Bureau of Navy Weapons,

Dept. of the Navy, 1954, Revised June 19607 NAVEEPS 00-25-534, pp 127 130
(9) Benham, P. P. and Hoyle, Ro_ Thermal Stress, London, Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons

Ltd., 1964, pp 285 - 293

(i0 Horger_ O. J._ Editor, Metals Engineering Design_ ASME Handbook, Second

Edition, New York_ McGraw-Hill, 1965, Sec. 7.2, pp 192 - 198.
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When stress-range curves determined experimentally are available_

they may be used in place of the failure lines constructed per the above technique.

IX. DEFORMATION CRITERIA

All deformation which could adversely affect the performance characteristics

of a component (i.e. turbine wheel tip growth_ etc.) are to be evaluated with

particular attention given to creep. Acceptability of deformation magnitudes will

be based upon the effects such as performance and clear_ances.

X° ADDITIONAL CRITERIh FOR ROTATING DISCS

Burst speeds are to be 1o4 times greater than the nominal operating speed°

The average tangential stress of the disc_ which is a measure of burst speed

margin, shall not exceed 50_0of the average ultimate material tensile strength.

XI. ADDITIONAL CRITERIA FOR PUMP IMPELLER VANES AND TURBINE BUCKETS

Operating vane and bucket natural frequencies in the range of possible

stimuli (i.e. nozzle passing excitation_ low order rotational speed excitation_

etc.) shall be determined and evaluated for potential fatigue failure. The margin

of safety against fatigue failure shall be determined as set forth in Section IX

considering the following_

Alternating

Stress = .3 (Fluid Bending) (Dynamic Magnification)

Amplitude

where, Fluid bending stress includes a stress concentration
factor appropriate to the article geometry_ and

Dynamic magnification includes effects of closeness to

resonance_ receptiveness of vibration mode to excitation,
and damping if appropriate.

Mean Stress = Maximum combined stress level caused by centrifugal

loading at shaft design speed_ fluid bending loading_

and the steady-state thermal stresses.
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APPENDIX B

Prepared by C. E o Klessig

I. SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION

The inlet manifold-backplate assembly of the Model I! oxidizer turbine

is exposed to temperature extremes of -320°F to lO00°F. The pump discharge

housing and the bearing housing are chilled-down before operation causing the

backplate of the assembly to be chilled to -320°F. During operation of the

turbine, hot gases of lO00°F pass through the inlet manifold causing it to heat

up rapidly.

However, the backplate stays at approximately -320°F resulting in a large

thermal gradient in the two short structural members joining the backplate and

inlet manifold. To reduce this thermal gradient, the manifold was lined
internally with an insulation.

Without insulation, the .lO0-in. thick spherical manifold wall will reach

the gas temperature of IO00°F in 20 sec. Insulated with i/2-in. Thermoflex

insulation, this same wall will reach -230°F in 20 sec and 650°F in 400 sec_

the length of a normal run. The insulation not only reduces the final tempera-

ture reached by the wall but greatly reduces the rate of temperature rise allow-

ing adjacent areas time to warm up, thereby reducing thermal stresses.

II. DISCUSSION

A. DESCRIPTION OF CONFIGURATION

The backplate is a box-section with one wall common to both back-

plate and inlet manifold (see Figure B-I). The inlet manifold is internally
insulated with a ceramic fiber blanket. A .063-in. thick sheet metal liner is

placed over the insulation for retention and to protect the insulation from high

velocity gas. In turn, the liner is held in place with a i/4-ino pin and washer
combination.

The areas of thermal interest are the two corners where the hot walls

of the inlet manifold join the cold backplateo

B. SELECTION OF INSULATION

Many insulations were investigated. Min-K and Thermoflex were the
best two choices. The others were eliminated because of:

i. High conductivity

2. Installation difficulties

3. Ablative - particles pass through turbine

4o Too heavy
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5o Not reuseable - good for one run only

6o Not good for required temperature extremes

Min-K has a lower cond.uctivity than _ermoflex _der normal atmospheric
conditions; however_ in a hydrogen-water vapor atmosphere at 200 psia it loses its

advantage as the conductivity of the gas controls. Because Min-K must be pre-

formed before installation and tends to powder under vibration 7 _ermoflex was

selected for insulating the manifold° Thermoflex is composed of a ceramic fiber
mating and is opaque to radiation.

C. _ERMAL CO_UCTIVI_

The effective conductivity of the H2 and H20 vapor mixture plus Thermoflex
ranges from 1.15 to 1o55 B_/hr Ft2°F/in. depending upon temperature as shoal in

Figure B-2. The other conductivities shown in Figure B-2 are: Min-K in air 7

_ermoflex in air 7 gaseous hydrogen_ and H2 and H20 vapor.

Re conductivity of the H2 + H20 vapor and Thermoflex was based upon
an equation for porous material.(1)

i -b i ----_P

Ks
K : K
a s 1 +.b_

K - Apparent Conductivitya

Ks - Conductivity of H2 plus H20 Vapor

K - Conductivity of Insulation
P

a - 3 Ks (2K + K )_' ' s p

b - Ratio of Insulation Volume to Total Volume

The above equations do not include

i° _e conductive heat transfer provided by 'the insulation shield
retaining pins°

2. Allowance for co::wective heat transfer caused by gas flow between
the insulation and the manifold wa_!Is or within the insulation.

A thermal conductivity was calculated with pins and insulation in parallel
heat flow.

(i) Jakob 7 M._ Heat Tra:o.sfer_Volume 17 194-97 pp 83 - 85
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The result of 2.34 BTU/hr ft2°F/in, was rounded off to 2.7 BTU/hr ft2

°F/in. to include convective effects in and about the insulation. All subsequent
calculations are based upon an effective thermal conductivity of 2.7 BTU/hr ft2

°F/in.

Do HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSES FOR INSULATED CONFIGURATION

To determine the effectiveness of the insulation_ heat transfer

analyses of the walls and the corners of the inlet manifold were made using the

following three assumptions:

i. The insulation liner reaches IO00°F immediately.

2. The insulation has no heat capacity.

3. No heat loss from the uninsulated side of the walls.

A temperature versus time analysis for the three walls of the inlet
manifold was made. The walls were considered infinitely long and wide so it may

be analyzed as a one dimensional heat transfer. The walls were initially at

-320°F. Charts were used to determine the temperature.(2) The results of how

the temperature varies with time are shown on Figure B-3. These temperatures

were used for the end points of the manifold wa!is_ such as H6 and M7 of Figure
B-4_ for the numerical analysis.

The corners were analyzed by numerical techniques. This procedure

is to divide the area to be analyzed into sections as shown on Figure B-4. For

each section_ a heat balance is written.

Example - Figure B-4_ Section MI.

dTl KA KA

M1Cp _-= (--L)2,1 (T2-T1) + (--P4,1 (T4-T1) + (_)g,l (Tg-TI) - (--_)i,o (T1-To)

Rearrange

AT1 = [(_)2_1 (T2-T1)+ (-_)4,2(T4-Tl) + (hA)g,l(Tg-T1) - (-'_)I,o(TI'To)]_IAt
• C

P

T = Temperature °F

AT = Temperature Increment

At : Time Increment

_2) Heisler, M. P._ Transactions of the ASME_ April 1947, pp 227-236
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K = Thermal Conductivity in BTU/SEC in2 °F/in.

h = Hea% Transfer Coefficient BTU/SEC in2°F

• 2
A = Area mn

L = Distance Between, inch

M = Weight Section, ib

C = Specific Heat BTU/Ib
P

This same equation can be derived for each section. With the above

equation_ the change in temperature of a section can be determined for a small

increment in time. Using initial temperature as a starting point, a temperature

versus time history can be obtained by adding the temperature and time increment

to the initial temperature and time, then repeat adding the temperature and time

increments to the previous temperatures and times until the desired time is
reached.

The inlet manifold outer joint was analyzed starting with an initial

temperature of -320°Fo The corner was sectioned as shown on Figure B-4. The

results, see Figure B-5, show that the insulation greatly reduces the temperature

in the corner and walls• Without insulation, the thin spherical wall (point MT)
reaches IO00°F in 20 sec. The insulation not only reduces the temperature but

allows the adjacent areas to warm up reducing the thermal gradient.

The inlet manifold inner joint was sectioned as shown on Figure B-6.

The corner was analyzed using an initial temperature of -320°F. It can be seen

on Figure B-7 that the temperatures in this corner stay mader 200°F up to 400 sec,
the length of a normal run.

The outer joint was reanalyzed with different initial temperatures.

The backplate and backplate closure were left at -320°F, the spherical shell was

changed to 70°F and section M4 has a linear gradient from 70°F to -320°F. It
was believed that this was a more realistic initial condition° The thermal

conductivity used was from Figure B-2 and the curve for H2 + H20 and Thermoflex
which is a deviation from the otherwise consistently used K = 2.7 Btu/hr ft2 °F/in.
This resulted in much lower tempera%ures as seen on Figure B-8. The change is

mainly the result of the reduced thermal conductivity°

A configuration change (see Figure B-9) was made to the spherical
shell where it joins the corner to ascertain if it would reduce the gradient in

this area. The analysis was made under the same conditions as the first analysis

for comparison purposes. Comparing Figure B-IO with Figure B-5, it can be seen

that the temperature at points Mh and M 5 have dropped some 200 degrees F. with
the new configuration.
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The above studies show that the thermal gradient must be taken into

consideration when determining the stress in these parts. Should the stress get

too high because of thermal stress, configuration changes such as the suggested

redesign of the outer corner will help reduce the thermal gradient.

E. HEAT T_&NSFER ANALYSIS FOR THE CONFIGURATION WITHOUT INSULATION

Initial Temperature

Backplate and Backplate Closure -320°F

Spherical Shell 70°F with a one-inch section having a linear

gradient from 70°F to -320°F.

The analysis without insulation was made to ascertain if short run
tests could be made without insulation. The results shown in Figures B-If

through B-20 indicate that even for runs of i0 sec_ very steep thermal gradients
are obtained.

F. HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS OF MAIN JOINT AND NOZZLE SHROUD

An analysis was made of this area to ascertain if any steep tempera-

ture gradients exist and how the expansion patterns would affect the stresses in

the main joint weld. The analysis set-up is shown on Figure B-21 with the results

shown on Figures B-22 through B-26. No steep temperature gradients were found in

the main joint and the temperatures obtained did not cause any high stresses.
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Figure B-_i
]'iodelII 0_idizer Turbine Inlet Kanirold - Heat T1"ansfer
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Figure B-12
Model II Oxidizer Turbins Inlet }.'[anifold-HeatTransfer Without Insulation
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Figure B-13
i%_odel12[O.xidizerTurbine Inlet E_anifold- I1eatTransfer Without Insulation
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FIGURE B-14
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FIGURE B-15

MOD II OXIDIZER TURBINE INLET MANIFOLD

HEAT .TRANSFER WITHOUT INSULATION
TIME 4 SECONDS
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FIGURE B-16
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FIGURE B-17

MOD II OXIDIZER TURBINE I_LE_ MANIFOLD

HEAT TRANSFER WITHOUT INSULATION
TIME 8 SECONDS
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FIGURE B-18
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FIGURE B-19

- MOD II OXIDIZER TURBINE INLET _NIFOLD
HEAT TRANSFER WITHOUT INSULATION TIME 14 SECONDS
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FIGURE B-20

MOD II OXIDIZER TURBINE INLET MANIFOLD

HEAT TRANSFER WITHOUT INSULATION TIME 50 SECONDS
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APPENDIX C

Prepared by T. Chinn_ L. W. Bartholf_ and L. K. Severud

I. INTRODUCTION

This is a discussion of a structural analysis of the Model II Oxidizer

Turbine Inlet Manifold and Backplate Assembly_ P/N 286501.

The structures were analyzed for the most critical operating conditions°

The loading conditions for the backplate assembly are pump cavity pressure_

turbine manifold pressure_ bearing load_ and temperature gradients between the

hot gases in the manifold and the liquid fuelo The turbine inlet manifold

loading conditions are manifold pressure_ external line loads_ and temperature

gradients.

The existence of the manifold inlet ducts complicates a simple axi-

symmetric solution for the manifold housing; therefore an approximate solution

was used to predict the stresses at the inlet-to-manifold junction° The

approximate method consisted of taking a section of the inlet and treating it

as a shell of revolution. Two sections were taken_ one along the longitudinal
axis and the other in the circumferential direction.

I!o S_Y OF RESULTS

The critical stresses and Margins of Safety (M.So) for the Oxidizer Turbine

Manifold and Backplate assembly are summarized below. The minimum Margin of

Safety was determined for two stress conditions: the primary stress condition

only_ and the primary plus secondary or peak stress condition. The MoS° for the

latter takes into account thermal stress cycling°

The critical stress condition for the backplate assembly is the result of

a large temperature gradient at the manifold-to-backplate flange° in the manifold

section_ the critical stress occur at the inlet-to-manifold juncture along the

circumferential direction° The resulting stress in this area is largely the result
of the inlet line loads°
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TABLE C-I

CRITICAL STRESS IN BACKPLATE AND MANIFOLD

De sign Minimum
Condition Total Stress @ A M.S.

Backplate Mech Load 120,000 psi i.5* (I)

, _ + Thermal Load

T =650°F
F = + 70 Kips

Mech Load _?149,000 0 (2)Manifold

Section B P = 375 psi

+ The rmal 146,000 °85* (I)

P : 375 psi
P T : 650°F

2Fty
(i) MoS. - ......Tot_l_e_s __ -i (See Section III Design Criteria)

2) M.S. = i -i
_m _b+

Fry _by
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Ill. DESIGN CRITERIA

The design criteria for the M-I engine states that all structural components

shall be capable of withstanding limit load conditions without suffering excessive

permanent deformation and without experiencing deflections which will adversely

affect the performance characteristics of the engine.

The design criteria for the Mod I! Oxidizer Turbine Manifold and Backplate

Assembly as well as the calculated stress are described as follows:

A. DEFINITION OF PRESSURE AND LOADING CRITERIA

Nominal-Maximum pressure to which component is subjected under

steady state conditions.

MEOP-The maximum expected operating pressure at any time including

engine transient condition.

Proof-l.2 x MEOP

Burst-l°6 x MEOP

B. DEFINITION OF INERTIA AND THRUST LOADING TERMS AND CRITERIA

Limit Load-The critical load or combination of loads and environment

the occurrence of which is expected at least once during

the life of the component.

Design Yield-l.O x Limit Load

Design Ultimate 1.5 x Limit Load

Co MARGIN OF SAFETY

allowable stress

The margin of safety is equal to calculated stress -I

Do CALCULATED STRESS

The calculated stress can be any_ or a combination_ of the following_

io PrimaryStress

A stress developed by the imposed loading which is necessary to

satisfy the laws of equilibrium between external and internal forces and moment°

The basic characteristic of a primary stress is that it is not self-limitingo If

a primary stress exceeds the yield strength of the material through the entire

thickness_ the prevention of failure is entirely dependent upon the strain-

hardening properties of the material.
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2. Secondary Stress

A stress developed by the self-constraint of a structure. It must

satisfy an imposed strain rather than being in equilibrium with an external loado

The basic characteristic of a secondary stress is that it is self-limiting because

minor distortioms can satisfy the discontinuity conditions or thermal expansions
which cause the stress to occur°

7

3o Peak Stress

The highest stress in the region under consideration° The basic

characteristics of a peak stress is that it causes a significant distortion and is

objectionable mostly as a possible source of fatigue failure°

Eo MARGIN OF SAFETY FOR PRIMARY STRESS

i. Margin of Safety Based Upon Yield

Allowable stress is minimum yield tensile_ compressive or shear

stress; yield bending modulus; or_ yield torsional modulus at op%_ating temperature.

Calculated stress is derived from proof pressure or design yield loado The MoSo
for the combined membrane and bending stress condition at yield is:

MoSo 1 (1)
yield = -i

_m _b
Fry Fby

where_ Fry = yield strength at 0o2_ offset

Fby = yield bending modulus (see MatVl Property Section
for calculated values)

= calculated mem0rame stress
m

_b = calculated bending stress

2o Margin of Safet_Based Upon Ultimate

Allowable stress is minim_multimate tensile_ compressive or shear

stress; ultimate bending modulus; ultimate torsional modulus; or endurance limit at

operating temperature° Calculated stress is derived from burst pressure and design
ultimate loado

(i) MIL-HDBKS___gf Metal Aircraft E!ement_ ANC_5 Bulletin
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The M.S. for the combined membrane and bending stress condition at ultimate is:

M. S.ult imate = i -i

Cm Cb
+

Ftu Fbu

where: Ftu : ultimate tensile strength

Fbu : ultimate bending modulus

Fo DETERMINING THE MARGIN OF SAFETY FOR THE COMBINED PRIMARY,

SECONDARY, AND PEAK STRESS

Upon satisfying the conditions of yield and ultimate for the primary

stresses (general membrane, local membrane, and bending), a second condition is
investigated. This condition combines the primary, secondary, and peak stresses

and compares the summation to twice the yield value (2 Fry ) of the material to
establish a second yield margin of safety.

M.S. 2 Fty
yield = -i

qp + Cs

where C = calculated primary stress
P

= calculated secondary stress
s

The allowable stress value of 2 Fry is justified as follows:

With reference to Figure C-I, the calculated elastic stress (primary +

secondary + peak) would be S = SI = E gl o Considering the case of the secondary
stress, it shall be assumed that the nature of the loading is such as to cycle the

strain from zero to g! and back to zero, rather than cycling the stress from zero
to SI and back to zero° When the structure is unloaded and returned to its

undeflected position_ 0, the maximum stressed fibers have a residual stress

(opposite to the tension or compression stress in the loaded state) of magnitude

SI - Syo
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Figure C-I

On subsequent loading_ the residual stress must be removed before the stress goes

into tension and thus_ the elastic range has been increased by the quantity S7 - S .

If SI = 2S_ the elastic range becomes 2S_ but if SI > 2S _ the fiber yields_as Y
s_o_nby '_'i_FigureC-1(b)andallsubsequentcycles_roduceplasticstrain,
Therefore_ 2Sv, is the maximum value of calculated secondary elastic stress which

• " 11s _ It - • .will hake down to purely e±astmc actlono

Go LOW CYCLE FATIGUE LIFE

i

For 'the condition of plastic strain cycling_ the structure must be
investigated for fatigue°

The criteria for a low cycle fatigue life under repetitive plastic
action is as follows_(2)

'(2) Langer, B. Fo_ Design of Pressure Vessels for Low-Cycle Fatigue_

ASME Trans. jou_ _f Ba_ic _n_ _eptem-_
pp 389-402
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The plastic strain is determined by

where: CT = Total Stress

Thus the number of cycles to failure is given by

N_ = i in
2 _ i00 - RA

P

where: N = No. of cycles to failure

RA = Reduction of Area (i00 x _)
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IV. MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The mechanical properties of INCONEL 718 as a function of temperature

are presented in Figure C-3. The minimum yield and ultimate strength properties

at room temperature and elevated temperature are specified per AGC 44151_ Con-
dition A.

In addition to the tensile strength properties_ an allowable bending

strength in the plastic range has been determined for INCONEL 718. The strengths

were calculated by the following procedure.(3}

Starting with the basic bending equation for a beam section (see Figure C-2)

the allowable bending moment is defined as:

Figure C_2

Ma = Ba_ k (I/C) Eq. (i)

Where: Ba, k is the bending modulus of rupture

Me Eq. (2)
Ba = _-- = _a + (k-l) _o,a

Thus the bending modulus B for the ultimate condition is:
u_k

+ _ _q.(3)Bu,k: %,u. (k-l) o,u

where section factor k is

k : 2Q__c Eq° (4)
I

For a rectangular cross-section, k = 1.5, thus the ultimate bending
modulus is_

Bull.5 = _t,u + 0.5_ Eq. (5)o_u

Gavalis_ Ro, How to Determine Bending Strength in the Plastic Range, Machine

Design Data Sheet, July 19-6_
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The yield bending modulus is:

• sq.(6)
By, l.5 : _t,y + 0.5 _o,y

The stress C and C are plastic limits_ and are obtained from Figure 2
o,u o_y

of the Machine Design Data Sheet for any material. (4)

A plot of the ultimate and yield bending strength as a function of tempera-

ture for INCONEL 718 is shown in Figure C-3.

V. METHOD OF ANALYSIS AND LOADING CONDITION

The Mod II Oxidizer Turbine Manifold and Backplate assembly were analyzed

for the following loading conditions: turbine manifold pressure; external inlet

line loads; pump cavity pressure; bearing loads; and temperature gradients.

The pressure and line loads for the manifold and backplate assembly are

shown in Figure C-4. The line loads at the inlet stack induce a bending moment

on the inlet in the circumferential as well as longitudinal direction.

The temperature gradients for the manifold and backplate assembly were

obtained from heat transfer data. The temperature gradients at the manifold-to-

backplate flange junction were predicted at various operating time intervals up

to 400 sec. From the available heat transfer data, the maximum temperature

gradient in the manifold juncture occurs at 400 sec. This was assumed to be the
most critical thermal condition. A more realistic approach to determine the most

critical thermal condition would require a parametric study of the temperature

gradient at different operating time; however_ because of the lack of time as

a result of the M-I program phaseout, this was not accomplished.

A o BACKPLATE ASSEMBLY, P/N 286506

The stresses in the backplate, under a pressure load, bearing loads,

and thermal gradients were predicted using a finite element computer program for
axi-symmetrically loaded shells of revolution.

The loading applications for the critical conditions is shown in

Figure C-5. The temperature gradient represents the maximum thermal condition.

A thrust bearing load of + 70,000 !b acting upon the backplate was applied to
the inner external surfac_ of the assembly. In addition_ pressures from the

impeller induce a pressure distribution on the forward side of the backplate.

_7_ ibid.
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B. _NIFOLD_ P/N 2865O1

The Mod II Oxidizer Turbine Manifold was analyzed in two parts; the

inlet stack-to-manifold area and the manifold housing°

The stress analysis of the inlet stack-to-manifold housing area

cannot be accomplished without simplifying assumptions because of the asymmetry

of the structure. Therefore_ an approximate_ but conservative method of analysis
was used. This approximate analysis is described in the following paragraphs.

Because the line loads at the inlet are acting primarily in the

longitudinal and circumferential directions_ it was necessary to investigate

two stations on the inlet stack. The two stations (see Section A and B of

Figure C-6(a) were investigated for the external loading conditions as well as

internal pressure condition.

The shell section shown in section A must be designed to resist not

only internal pressure and thermal gradient but also the longitudinal bending

caused by line loads. This section is complicated by the backplate which was
assumed to be "fixed _ from rotation and deflection.

The shell section of section B was investigated for the circum-

ferential loading as well as pressure and temperature.

The stresses in the two sections were determined by treating the

section as an axi-symmetric shell of revolution loaded by internal pressure

and axial membrane load caused by the line loads (see Figure C-6(b). The line

loads used in this analysis were the axial and bending loads. The bending load

distribution was replaced by a uniform tension load equal to the maximum bending

load/in; this is quite conservative. The shear loads were neglected.

A boundary condition for section A was applied at the backplate-to-

manifold junction. _t was assumed that the stiffness of the backplate was suffi-

cient to resist deflection and rotation; thus_ a fixed end boundary condition
was used. This condition will provide conservative stress results.

At section B_ the membrane section of the manifold was not fixed as
in Section A_ instead a resultant uniform membrane load is applied°

The stresses in the manifold housing away from the inlet stacks are

essentially the result of internal pressure and temperature gradient. Section

C of Figure C_6(a) was used to determine the membrane stress and bending stress.

The backplate was assumed fixed_ whereas a membrane load was applied at the free
end°
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The membrane, bending, and thermal stresses for the three sections

were predicted by utilizing a computer program for analysis of axi-symmetrically

loaded shells of revolution. The bending stresses, particularly at the discon-

tinuity, are primarily the result of line loads; however, some secondary stresses
are included°

The temperature gradients for the three sections were for an operating

time of 400 SeCo Their distribution is shown along with their respective loading
conditions.

VI° STRESS ANALYSIS

The predicted stress distributions for the Mod II Oxidizer Turbine back-

plate inlet stack and manifold housing are summarized in Figures C-7 through C-16.

The design conditions investigated were limit load, ultimate load, and limit load

with thermal gradients.

Ao BACKPLATEASSEMBLY

The tangential (hoop) stress and the meridional stress distribution

for the backplate assembly is shown in Figures C-7 and C-8, respectively. The

resultant stresses are the result of pressure loads and temperature gradient.

The loading condition is shown in Figure C-5.

A maximum peak stress of 120 ksi, which is the meridional stress,

occurs at the discontinuity between the manifold and backplate. This area also

has the largest thermal gradients. The stresses (both meridional and tangential)

throughout the backplate are quite small and therefore, do not present a struc-

tural problem°

B o MANIFOLD AND INLET STACK

i. Section A

The inlet stack-to-manifold was analyzed for the limit and

ultimate condition as well as limit condition with temperature gradient. In

this manner, the primary stress can be separated from the thermal stress. The

tangential stresses, which were the most critical, are shown in Figures C-9,
C_I0 and C-ll for the above loading condition.

At the discontinuity near the backplate, large bending stresses

(144_500 psi) resulting from the line loads were developed for the mechanical
and thermal loading condition (see Figure C-12). The maximum bending stress

includes a thermal hoop stress of 86,000 psi_ which is self-limiting and is

considered a secondary type of stress. Thus, the primary bending stress at a

critical point is not too severe.
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2. Section B

The tangential stresses at section B are more critical than in

Section A mainly because the line loads are greater. The maximum stress occurs

at the discontinuity between the inlet stack and the manifold housing (See

Figures C-12 and C-13). The thermal stresses at this section are negligible

because the temperature throughout the section is nearly uniform. Thus_ the

critical condition is the primary bending and membrane stress condition. A

high membrane stress of 62_500 psi was the result of the bending caused by the
membrane line load.

3. Section C

The critical stress condition at section C is caused by the

tangential stress pressure and temperature gradients (see Figure C_16) o The

maximum tangential stress occurs in the vicinity of the backplate assembly.
Because of the large thermal gradient at the discontinuity_ large thermal

bending stresses (124_000 psi) were developed.

The primary membrane and bending stresses at this section are

shown in Figures C-14 and C-15 for the limit and ultimate loading condition.

C. S_ESS SU_NARY A_D MARGIN OF SAFETY

Table C-If summarizes the critical stress and Margin of Safety for

the Mod ii Oxidizer Turbine Backplate and Manifold housing° The stresses includes

membrane_ bending_ and thermal stresses. For •thermal conditions_ the stress
includes thermal membrane and bending stress.

TABLE C-I!

MOD II 0TPA BACKPLATE AND MAN_FOLD STRESS SUMMARY

Design Stresses @ Point A Minimum

Condition Membrane Bending Total Stress MoSo

Backp!ate Limit i0_000 Ii0_000 120_000 1.50"

_eeh + thermal

_ loads

P = 375 psi

_0000 ib
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Design Stresses @ Point A Minimu_
Condition Membrane Bending Total Stress M.S.

Manifold @ Limit 9,500 58,500 68,000 1.30

Section A P = 375 psi

p = 9oo lb/in.P

_p Ultimate 16,500 67,500 84,000 1.66

A P = 495 psi
n p = lO90lb/in.

Limit and 1,500 144,500 146,000 .85_
Thermal

T = 650°F

Manifold @ Limit 62,500 86,500 149,000 0

Section B P = 375 psi

p : 27oo lb/in.

_P Ultimate 88,000 121,000 209,000 .08

p = 495 psi

p = 3830 ib/in

Limit and 63,500 82,500 146,000 °85P
Thermal

T = 650°F

Menifo]d Limit 16,000 54,000 72,000 I..18
Section C P = 375 psi

Ultimate 19,500 72,500 92,000 1.4
F _C_ p = 495psi

Limit and 21_000 179,000 200,000 .35Thermal

T = 650°F

2

*M.S. = Fry i

CTotal
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VII. CONCLUSION

The Mod II Oxidizer Turbine Backplate and Manifold housing and inlet has

been investigated for the most critical operating condition; that is, mechanical
load combined with thermal loads.

Using the design criteria established for the Margin of Safety, two margins

of safety were reported herein. One for primary membrane combined with primary

bending, and the other for the total stress which includes primary and secondary

stress. The secondary stresses in this case is thermal bending.

The most critical section investigated is the inlet stack-to-manifold

juncture in the circumferential direction° The M.S. for the primary stress con-

dition is MoS. = Oo The biggest factor affecting the stress is the line loads

which in this analysis was quite conservative.

Based upon the analysis presented herein, the M-I Mod II Oxidizer Turbine

Inlet Manifold and Backplate Assembly design has adequate structural integrity
to withstand the applied loads and design operating condition.
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Note: Stress in KS1

Figure Noo C_7

Tangential Stress Distribution - Backplate Assembly
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Note_ Stress in KSI

,o

Figure No° C_8

Meridional Stress Distribution - Backplate Assembly
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APPENDIX D

TECN_OIOGY USED !N FABRICATING THE TURBINE

INLET MA_NIFOLD_ PUMP BACKPIATE_ AND _TURBINE
SUPPORT STRUCTURE ASSEMBLY FOR THE FLIGHT TYPE

M-I OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP
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I. INTRODUCTION

The turbine inlet manifold_ pump backplate_ and turbine support structure

for the flight-weight turbopump are made as one unitized component. This component

is a composite weldment made chiefly from Inconel 718 material and involves fabri-

cation complexity_ precision machining_ and details requiring high surface finishes.
The unit was manufactured by the Rohr Corporation of Chula Vista_ California_ under

subcontract to the Aerojet-General Corporation of Sacramento_ California.

II. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

The techniques and processes used in the fabrication of this part were

primarily conventional. However_ the experience gained_ particularly in the weld

preparation_ welding_ and more difficult machining operations with the relatively
new Inconel 718 material_ is of interest and not necessarily limited to this speci-

fic component.

A. MATERIALS

All raw materials_ such as forgings_ sheet_ plate_ bar_ and tubing were

certified by the supplier for mechanical and chemical specification compliance and

reinspected in Rohr Laboratories° All inconel 718 forgings were procured in the

rough-machined condition with a minimum of 3/16-in. excess material for finish

machining.

B. DETAIL FORMING

The majority of all detail parts were formed by conventional methods°

The 286503-21 skirt_ (Figure D-I)_ was made from a rolled and welded

metal cone and finish formed by explosives° The part was fully annealed prior to

finish forming. Three explosive forming steps (shots) were required and the maximum

charge used was seven strands of i00 grain primer cord. The forming was accomplished

by the open die_ open pit process.

The 286506-7 cover_ (Figure D-2) was formed on a drop hammer using a

conventional punch and die. One full anneal was required prior to finish-forming.

The tubes for the 286506-9 assembly (Figure D-2) were custom-formed

using conventional tube forming equipment. A mockup of the assembly was used

extensively as a guide.

C. WELDING OF S_H_ET METAL DETAILS

All rolled and welded rings for the 286503-9 inlet ducts (Figure D-I)

were hand gas tungsten arc welded using a suspended bead. The cone for the 286503-21

skirt (Figure D-I) was automatic gas tungsten arc welded in the conventional man-

ner. All welds were x-ray inspected.
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D° MACHINING OF DETAIL PARTS

The 286506-5 bearing hub (Figure D-2) was semi-finish machined prior to

welding° Holes that become inaccessible after welding were pre-drilled. Key-ways_

thread recess_ and the 0.035-in. diameter holes were electric discharge machined
in the hub prior to welding.

Forgings for the 286503-3 flanges and the 286503-5 transition rings

(Figure D-I) were finish machined with excess allowed for weld shrinkage.

Machining of the remaining detail parts consisted mainly of weld joint
preparation.

Eo DETERMINATION OF WELD PARAMETERS

Welding tests were conducted to evaluate contamination of base and filler

metal as well as to determine the contributing causes of weld porosity.

io Contamination of Base and Filler Metal

One test plate was welded as-received and wire brushed using an

air-driven rotary stainless steel brush. The plate was degreased with double-

distilled acetone prior to welding. The filler metal was used in the as-received_

chemically-cleaned condition° Radiographic inspection revealed excessive porosity

throughout the 12-ino weld bead; also_ there was a crater void approximately 3/16-in.
deep at the termination of the weld. This crater was attributed to insufficient

tailing time; by increasing the tailing time the crater was eliminated.

The surface of four test plates was machined to remove all surface

oxidation and degreased with double-distilled acetone prior to welding. Filler

metal was used in the as-received_ chemically-cleaned condition. Radiographic

inspection showed that the weld was within the required (MiL-STD-453) specification°

Based upon the above results_ the following procedures were used
for all welding of Inconel 718 material:

a. All surface oxidation was removed prior to welding.

b. The weld area was hand cleaned with double_distilled acetone

prior to welding°

Co Tailing time was extended to eliminate crater cracks at the
end of a weld or tackweld.

2. Preflow of Shielding Gas

Three types of tests were conducted to evaluate the effects of pre-

flow torch purging. These included no pre-flow gas shielding_ 15 sec pre-flow

shielding_ and 3 minutes purging with 15 sec pre-flow prior to welding.
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Test plates welded with no pre-flow shielding prior to welding

exhibited excessive porosity at the beginning of each weld.

Test plates welded with a 15 sec pre-flow shielding exhibited

porosity at the beginning of the weld for approximately l-i/2-in.

Test plates welded with a 3 minute torch purge and 15 sec pre-flow

were acceptable for production welding, i

Based upon the above results, 3 minute purging of manual and auto-

matic torches with inert gas prior to welding was made standard procedure.

3. Inert Gas Shielding

Helium and Argon inert gas shielding were evaluated for automatic and

manual welding of Inconel 718.

Helium provided definite advantages over Argon in welding thick sec,

tions (O.090-ino and over) because it eliminated a lack of fusion in multiple pass

welding, minimized porosity_ and increased the welding speed. Arc stability was more

difficult to maintain at lower currents with helium; consequently, all material under

0.090-in° thickness was welded with Argon. The transition from poor arc stability to

good arc stability occurred at 65 amperes to 75 amperes.

The Linde Gas Lens was used for automatic and manual welding to elimi-

nate turbulence of the gas_ which is a source of weld contamination.

4. Tack Welding

In an attempt to eliminate cold spots on the root side of the weld

in areas of tack weldimg, two methods of tack welding were investigated. Six weld

test samples of 0o063-in. Inconel 718 material were prepared for butt welding. Three

of the test samples were tack welded on the face side of the weld joint; the remaining

were tack welded from the root side of the weld joint. The automatic inert gas

shielded tungsten arc welding process was used at optimum machine settings for welding
all specimens.

Samples tack welded on the face side of the weld joint exhibited cold
spots throughout the root side of the weldo

Specimens tack welded on the root side of the joint exhibited a uni-
form bead free of cold spots. It was concluded that this method was to be used when-

ever possible°

F. ASSEMBLY WELDING OF BACKPLA_ 286_06-9 (Figure D-2)

The problems encountered with this first main weldment were mainly warpage
and distortion rather than metallurgical°
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flange (Figure D-I) followed by four equally spaced 3-in. long welds around the same

diameter. As welding progressed, the 286503-21 shell (Figure D-I) warped inwardly.

Dry ice and shorter welds were used to complete the welding. Although the inward

movement of the 286502-21 shell (Figure D-I) did not increase, there was a severe mis-
match (.10-in.) of the 286503-21 shell and the 286503-5 flanges. This was corrected

by depositing filler metal to the distorted area and then grinding to fair with

adjacent parent metal without any sacrifice in structural strength.

Because of the inward movement of the 286503-21 shell (Figure D-I), the

weld shrink allowance disappeared and the centerline-to-flange face dimension of the

ducts was approximately O.150-in. short. The ducts were out-of-round and required

straightening before the 286503-3 flanges (Figure D-I) could be attached, using weld

buildup to compensate for the short dimension.

I. HEAT TREATMENT

After completion of welding, the solution anneal and age operations were

performed. The assembly was degreased prior to positioning in the heat treat fixture,

which was made from Hastelloy "X" material. Hastelloy "X" has a coefficient of

expansion equivalent to Inconel 718.

For temperature control, thermocouples were attached to both light and

heavy sections of the assembly as well as to the fixture. The retort was of the sand

seal type_ also constructed of Hastelloy "X" material. Three tubes were used to purge

the inside; one routed inside the 286506-9 cavity (Figure D-2), the second inside the

286502-21 shell (Figure D-3) while the third was near the top center por%ion. The

assembly was cold purged with argon for two hours prior to placing it into the furnace.

The retort was positioned in a preheated furnace which was then elevated

to 1950°F_ as measured by the attached thermocouples, and held for one hour_ It was

then removed from the furnace and force-cooled by fans to room temperature. Again,
the retort and it contents were inserted into the furnace at 70°F and elevated to

1350°F and held for i0 hours. Then, the temperature was reduced to 1200°F and held
for another i0 hours. The retort was removed from the furnace and cooled to room

temperature before opening. The assembly was slightly discolored_ reflecting the
presence of some impurities in the argon gas. Test specimens were included in the

retort. These were analyzed and found to be within specification requirements.

Jo HYDROSTATIC TEST AnD HELIUM LEAK CHECK

Successful hydrostatic test and helium leak check (per 286507, Figure D-4)

of the turbine housing was accomplished in a heavy four-piece fixture.

With all elements of the test fixture in place, both cavities were pressur-

ized with water to 245 psi and checked for leaks. The pressure in the upper cavity was

then elevated to 375 psi and once again checked for leaks. Pressures held steady in
both cavities for the specified time.
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Automatic multiple pass welding was used in welding the 286506-3 plate to

the 286506-5 inner ring and the 286506-1 outer ring (Figure D-2)° The initial welding

sequence created cracks in both weld joints. This was corrected as subsequent weld

passes were deposited, adding strength to the weld root° When the second unit was

welded_ the condition of initial cracking was eliminated by depositing the first weld

pass on the root side of the weld prior to completing the weld on the face side°

Shrinkage from both weld joints moved the inner ring upward and out of position

approximately 3/8-in. Four hundred tons were required to cold straighten the assembly
on a hydropresso

Welding and straightening was followed by rough machining all over_ finish

machining inside the cavity_ and completion of drilling. Tubes were formed and trimmed

to fit. Joints were trimmed short_ thus permitting burn-through welds to eliminate

contamination pockets° Tubes were individually installed_ gas purged , tack welded_

and welded° All joints were x-rayed to determine the burn-through quality of welds

and the tubes were then hydrostatically tested and leak checked with helium_

The inner cavity was cleaned and inspected prior to fitting and welding

the 286506-7 cover plate (Figure D-2) o Shrinkage once again moved the inner ring

upward° In the process of straightening_ the spherical radius of the cover changed to

a conical contour° After straightening_ the assembly was stress relieved.

Go ASSEMBLY WELDING OF MAN!FOLD_ 286503-9 (Figure D-I)

The duct assemblies were fabricated by welding five rings together° The

286503-3 flange was omitted at this time as a joint was required to correct for weld

shrinkage and tolerance build-up at final assembly°

Weld porosity_ which was prevalent throughout the program_ was the only
source of trouble with this part.

H. WELDING OF MANIFOLDA_ND BACKPLATE ASSEMBEY_ 286502-9 (Figure D-3)

Problems _n connection with the final joining of the two major subassemblies

were caused mainly by warpage and shrinkage. A subassembly of the 286502-11 flange

and the 286502-5 cone (Figure D-3) when welded to the 286506-9 assembly_ (Figure D-3)9

resulted in a short dimension. Tb_is was corrected by adding an attached shim after
final machiming.

The 286506-9 assembly_ (Figure D-3) was machined for fit-up of the shell

286502-1 (Figure D-3) allowing additional material for shrinkage°

The inlet ducts were then attached to the other manifold components that

were already welded to the backplate° To assure fit-up_ it was necessary to skip

tack weld at increments of 3/4-in. around the 15.08-ino diameter of the 286503-5
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The assembly was then drained and the test fixture removed. After drying_
the fixture was repositioned for the helium leak check. Helium was pumped into both

cavities and pressurized to 125 psi_ showing no indications of leakage by mass spectro-

meter check. The pressure in the upper cavity was increased to 185 psi and again
showed no leaks.

Ko FINISH MA6_INING 286501-9 (Figure D-5)

After inspecting the 286502-9 assembly (Figure D-3) to determine stock

removal allowances and out-of-roundness_ the assembly was mounted with the open end

down on the lathe fixture. With the assembly in place_ the fixture was mounted on a
King Vertical Turret lathe and indicated for concentricities and flatness. By using

hydraulic leveling jacks on the fixture, the assembly was positioned concentric and

flat to within .001 TIR. For machining of the outside diameter, the assembly was
clamped through the bore with a large washer.

During rough machining of the outside diameter/the flange face_ and the
Conoseals_ the lathe fixture had to be reinforced to maintain concentricity° After

rough machining_ the assembly was unclamped and allowed to stabilize before reclamping
and finish-machining. The Conoseal contour was machined with a form tool to within a

few thousandths of an inch of drawing dimensions_ to be finished by subsequent polish-
ingo

When the outside diameter was semi-finish machined_ fixture clamps were

secured on the outside flange and the center clamping arrangement removed. All sur-

faces were rough cut with the exception of the five degree angular face which is held

to gauge point dimensions. A tracing attachment was installed and coordinated to

previously machined surfaces. Single point tracing with a Valenite V-7 carbide tool

with a positive rake angle proved satisfactory.

The root areas of the Conoseals were abrasive-polished to the specified

32 micro-ino finish. Other surfaces_ requiring 63 micro-in, finish were also polished.

Machining Inconel 718 in the aged condition is slightly more difficult

than machining in the annealed condition° Very light cuts work-harden the material

and cuts of no less than OoO!O-in. were used where possible. The material is very

abrasive and requires regular cutter changes.

For the second machining operation_ the assembly was mounted on the lathe

fixture with the open end up. A plug and a split ring were used to maintain round-

mess of the 286503-1 ring (Figure D-I) during machining. The inside of the hub was

finish-bored with exception of the extremely close tolerance 9.5460/9o5464-ino
diameter bore which was ground on a separate set-up. The Conoseal grooves were

plunge-cut with a form tool and abrasive polished to the required 32 micro-in, finish°

*Registered Trademark of Aeroquip Corp.
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Drilling was accomplished on a Burgmaster drilling machine. Previously

conducted studies showed that the performance of Cobalt drills far surpassed high

speed drills on hole sizes of I/2-in. diameter and smaller. Broken drills were removed

from the holes by electric discharge machining.

Finish boring of the venturies was accomplished on a Lucas Boring Mill,

using a rotary index table for positioning. To bore the holes straight and accurate,

a bushing was used as a pilot for a four-flute core drill. After core drilling, the
lower end of the hole was reamed. Using this diameter as a pilot for the remaining

steps_ it was possible to ream the holes and maintain concentricity. All tools were
of high speed steel.

The remaining operations were of routine mode and were accomplished without

incident, Because in-process inspection was practiced throughout, the final inspection
was minimized. The completed part was cleaned by flushing with degreasing fluid and

protective covers were installed prior to packaging and shipping°
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